
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(80 column display format)

SETCOLOR v2.0
for Coleco ADAM CP/M 2.2
(c) 2023 by Shawn Merrick

This software is owned by the author and licensed for public domain usage.  It
may be freely distributed only in complete and unmodified form.
No warranties or support included.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Newly written in 2023, this menu-driven SETCOLOR utility makes INSTANT selection
of TEXT and BACKGROUND colors fast and easy!  It uses an operating system ESCape
color sequence.  NO MORE NEED for lengthy CONFIG process with a reboot to see
your results!

Written for CP/M 2.2 with additional support for T-DOS compatibility.  Does NOT
make any permanent changes to your boot settings.

There are 15 possible colors to pair with 14 colors for a total of 210
combinations. (Just 2 of these combinations below are disabled for technical
reasons.)

Disabled Selections:
1/10 - Black on Dark Yellow
15/14 - White on Gray

SETCOLOR v1.0
JAN 01, 2023 ORIGINAL RELEASE

SETCOLOR v2.0
JAN 11, 2023 ADDED FEATURES
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1. Displays ALTERNATE font colors (used by SOME programs) and prompts to SET or
IGNORE them.  SET (default Y) applies the REVERSE of regular font colors.
IGNORE (option N) allows them to remain, providing CP/M system up to 4 onscreen
text colors.

2. Optional command line "SETCOLOR N" bypasses prompt with IGNORE ALTERNATE
setting.

3. T-DOS system can't use this feature and will always have ALTERNATE font as
REVERSE of regular font colors.

For information on other fine Coleco ADAM software, or request for physical
media, email with SUBJECT LINE "Coleco ADAM" to:
shawnmerrick@hotmail.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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SETCOLOR v2.0
for Coleco ADAM CP/M 2.2
(c)2023 by Shawn Merrick

This software is owned by the
author and licensed for public
domain usage.  It may be
freely distributed only in
complete and unmodified form.
No warranties or support
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included.
------------------------------
Newly written in 2023, this
menu-driven SETCOLOR utility
makes INSTANT selection of
TEXT and BACKGROUND colors
fast and easy!  It uses an
operating system ESCape color
sequence.  NO MORE NEED for
lengthy CONFIG process with a
reboot to see your results!

Written for CP/M 2.2 with
additional support for T-DOS
compatibility.  Does NOT make
any permanent changes to your
boot settings.

There are 15 possible colors
to pair with 14 colors for a
total of 210 combinations.
(Just 2 of these combinations
below are disabled for
technical reasons.)

Disabled Selections:
1/10 - Black on Dark Yellow
15/14 - White on Gray

SETCOLOR v1.0
JAN 01, 2023 ORIGINAL RELEASE
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SETCOLOR v2.0
JAN 11, 2023 ADDED FEATURES

1. Displays ALTERNATE font
colors (used by SOME programs)
and prompts to SET or IGNORE
them.  SET (default Y) applies
the REVERSE of regular font
colors.  IGNORE (option N)
allows them to remain,
providing CP/M system up to 4
onscreen text colors.

2. Optional command line
"SETCOLOR N" bypasses prompt
with IGNORE ALTERNATE setting.

3. T-DOS system can't use this
feature and will always have
ALTERNATE font as REVERSE of
regular font colors.

For information on other fine
Coleco ADAM software, or
request for physical media,
email with SUBJECT LINE
"Coleco ADAM" to:
shawnmerrick@hotmail.com

------------------------------
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